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INTRODUCTION

Range — what do you think of when you hear that word — range wars, land under starry
skies above, cowboys living a hard, yet free life, buffalo, Plains Indians? Do you see cows or
sheep grazing, moonlit coyotes howling from the hilltops? Do you smell the biting dryness or
feel the green of spring? Do you hear the rattle of basque sheepherders' wagons bouncing
along, or taste strong campfire coffee?

Rangelands are important for more than the feelings we have experienced either directly or
vicariously. Rangelands make up more than 40% of the world’s land use.  It is, geographically,
an extensive area of relatively level, rolling, broken or mountainous land, usually not adapted
to cultivation. It is covered with native grasses and other forage plants. Sometimes ranges are
seeded to grow specific types of vegetation. Range may be privately or publicly owned and
fenced or unfenced. It is an area of land having a distinctive combination of soil, topography,
climate, and vegetation.

THE ACTIVITIES TIME  REQUIRED

Observe the Range 25 minutes
Environment

Range Plant Inventory 25 - 30 minutes

Life Along the Line 60 minutes
(transect survey)

How Healthy is this 20 - 25 minutes
Range?

Better or Worse? What 30 minutes
is the Prescription
for Health?
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Determine Range 30 - 60 minutes
Utilization

Determine Food Value 20 - 30 minutes
of Plants for Animals

Whose Home is this 40 - 60 minutes
Range?

Map the Range two or three 45-minute class periods (estimate)
(Optional)

COMBINING THE ACTIVITIES

The activities in this unit are displayed singly.  Depending upon the time available and the
skill of the participants, you may choose to do only one activity or the entire series.  For
maximum learning, the activities should be experienced in the order listed in the unit,
however, other suggestions are:

Suggestion 1:
Title: Range Site Exploration
Introduction: Range is an uncommon environment for many people, but one which
is readily available for study. Participants use their knowledge of their home
environment to learn about range.

Activity: Observe the Range Environment
Transition Statement: Let’s take one aspect of the range environment, plants,
and explore it further.

Activity: Conduct a Range Plant Inventory
Transition Statement: The next activity looks even closer at range plant life and

introduces the principles of “transect line” and inventory.
Activity: Life Along the Line

Transition Statement: Range plants are classified into three groups which help
determine the overall health of a range site.
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Activity: How Healthy is this Range?
Transition Statement:  The determination of a range’s health can lead to wise
land management.

Activity: Evaluate Range Utilization
Transition Statement:  Do you think livestock are picky eaters?  Well, in this
next lesson, perhaps we can find out.

Activity: Determine Food Value of Plants and Animals
Transition Statement:  Livestock aren’t the only animals on the range.  What
about prairie dogs, jack rabbits, etc...

Activity: Observe and Record Evidence of Animals
Transition Statement:  We can summarize in discussions or through mapping,

                  what has been learned about this site.
Activity: Map the Range

Suggestion 2:
Title: Typical Range Plants
Introduction:  People like to compare plants in a new area to plants where they live.
These activities introduce some specific range plant types.

Activity:  Observe the Range Environment
Transition Statement:  Let’s take one aspect of the range environment--plants--and

                  explore it further.
Activity:  Conduct a Range Environment

Transition Statement:  The next activity allows us to look even closer at range
plant life.

Activity: How Healthy is this Range?
Transition Statement:  This exploration is just a beginning of what we can
learn about range plants.

Suggestion 3:
Title: Oh Give Me a Home, Where...
Introduction: Cows, sheep and buffalo are all range animals.  Spiders, ants,
sage hens and jack rabbits are also range animals.  The activities dealing with animals are

      short and form a foundation for further investigation.
Activity: Observe the Range Environment

Transition Statement:  Let’s take another aspect of the range
                  environment--animals-- and investigate it further.

Activity: Determine Food Value of Plants and Animals
Transition Statement:  Here’s another activity to expand your understanding
of range animal life.

Activity:  Observe and Record Evidence of Animals
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CURRICULUM    RELATIONSHIPS

Social Studies/Science
1. Read about and explore how rangelands in your state were settled. What made

people settle there? When did they come? Why?
2. What Native American Indian groups lived there? Where? What Native American

Indian groups live there now? Where? Compare their life and lifestyle today to 100 years
ago, 150 years ago. Construct a display or write a report detailing your research.

3. How is the use of range land influenced by the environment?   Consider all  aspects.
4. Locate different agricultural crops or businesses on rangelands in your state. Can

you determine why certain crops or livestock can be found in a specific area?
5. Map rangelands in your state. Compare them to rangelands world-wide and draw
comparisons.
6. Determine how land is classified in your state and then determine how much of

your state’s agricultural production comes from rangelands.
7. What other uses are there for rangeland besides agriculture?

Language Arts
1. Research literature for poetry, story, and songs about rangeland, range animals or a way

            of life associated with range. Then present or perform part of what you find.  Be sure
            to explore the rich legends, mythology, and history of the Native American Indian.

2. Write your own poem, story, or song about the range.
3. Pick an aspect of the range environment, research it, and write a complete report.
4. Interview a person whose career involves some aspect of range. Tape the

interview and then edit it, videotape it, or present the interview in some form.
5. Learn and tell a Native American Indian legend, tall-tale or folktale

associated with range.
6. Read a novel--historical fiction, biography, or autobiography--about or by someone

            associated with range.

Creative Arts
1. American painters have produced many paintings about the American West.
Select one, review his or her work and share your new knowledge with your
classmates in a manner decided upon with your teacher.
2. Write and film a project on the American range.  Subject and script must be
discussed with the teacher first.
3. Create and perform for a younger class a play or puppet show about range or an associ-

ated subject.
4. Use your own favorite form of creative talent to depict any aspect of range you wish to

share.
Math

1. Measure and mark off one acre.
2. Measure soil temperature and pH on different range sites. Graph and see if you can find a relation-

ship.
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OBSERVE  THE  RANGE  ENVIRONMENT

CONCEPT Organism, Interaction, System

PRINCIPLE Participants use their observation skills in a new
environment to discover what they “know” about the site
within a range environment.

OBJECTIVE • The student will be able to observe and record his/her
observations about the range environment.

PREPARATION Select a site where the group can spread out and work
individually.  Site should have a variety of plant types,
animal evidence, and a possible difference in range
conditions within a short distance. Before selecting a site
or doing Activities C and D, the facilitator should read the
activities in this unit.

MATERIALS • Copies of activity A: Observe the Range Environment
USED • Flip chart and markers

• Writing instruments

PROCESSES • Observe
USED • Communicate

• Infer
• Hypothesize

TIME 25 minutes with discussion
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DOING  THE  ACTIVITY (outdoors)

A. Set the Stage

Rangelands often have distinctive combinations of soil, vegetation, climate, and land
form.  In this investigation, we will be finding out what is here.

B. Procedure

1. Distribute Activity A to each student.
2. You have fifteen minutes to find out all you can about this site.  Individually
record observations on the sheet you just received.
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C. Retrieve Data

1. Gather the students for a discussion.
2. Record data on a flip-chart.  You may want to pre-prepare a flip-chart.  An
      example of a flip-chart page is shown below.

7

Soil Rocks

Air Plants

Animals Other

3.. Ask: What did you notice about this area?
4. Ask: What did you notice about plants in this area?
5. Ask: What animals or animal evidence did you see?
6. Ask: What did you find out about the non-living components of this

         environment?
7. Ask: How are the living and non-living elements of the environment related?

CLOSURE Share your observations by stating the word or words which summarize
your impression of the area.

TRANSITION Choose a transition specific to your next activity.
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RANGE PLANT INVENTORY

CONCEPT Organism

PRINCIPLE Range plants can be either annuals or perennials.  Plants are often
classified in categories such as grasses, shrubs, forbs (herbs), and
grass-like plants.

OBJECTIVE • The student will be able to classify plants found on site into one of
four range plant groupings.

• The student will be able to classify plants found on the site as either
annuals or perennials.

PREPARATION Prepare a display board of range plants from the four broad plant groups
and another board showing annuals and perennials.  Make duplex copies
of the plant identification sheet, laminate them, if possible, and give one

                                    to each group. Copy activity sheets and organize supplies.

MATERIALS       • Copies of Activity Sheet B: Range Plant Inventory and
Activity B: Range Plant Inventory Identification Sheet (3)

NEEDED • Pencils
• Pens
• Sack of loose plants
• Display board of plants
• Plant guides
• Range plant identifying sheet

PROCESSES • Classify
USED • Infer

• Hypothesize
• Communicate
• Observe

TIME 25 to 30 minutes
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DOING  THE  ACTIVITY (outdoors)

A. Set the Stage

Range plants are divided into four broad groups.  Today we will identify plants
in these groups in order to complete a range analysis.  We will also determine
whether a plant is an annual or perennial.  Knowledge of plant groups helps us
understand what is happening on rangelands.

B. Procedure

1. Hand out Activity B: Range Plant Inventory sheets.
2. Work in pairs and study the two plants displayed. Then classify into the

appropriate group. the plants you have been given.

10
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3. Distribute plants to groups as they study the displays.(Same as # 2)
4. About 10 minutes into the activity, ask; What characteristics have helped you

classify your plants thus far?   Partners should answer the question for
themselves.

5. Hand out Activity Sheet B: Range Plant Inventory and explain to students they
need to get  an idea of the plant types in this area. Use the information you have
just learned. Describe or name the plants you have found here.  Record your

observations on Activity  B.  Allow 10 minutes.
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C. Retrieve Data

Guide a group discussion with questions such as:
1. What did you find?
2. Which plant group had the most plants in it?
3. Where did you find the different plants growing (separately, in clumps,

mixed)?
4. What other observations did you make about the plants growing on this site?

CLOSURE End the discussion by asking, “What can we say about plants that grow
on the range?”

TRANSITION In the next activity, we will investigate range plant life more
extensively.
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LIFE  ALONG  THE  LINE  (A  TRANSECT  SURVEY)

CONCEPT Change, Evolution, Interaction, Organism, Population, System

PRINCIPLE A transect line is a cross-section of an area previously unknown to the
observer. Careful study of a transect renders a wealth of information upon
which the scientist can act. Transects are used in many fields of science,
not just range science.

OBJECTIVES • The student will be able to count and record the number and types of
plants growing on a portion of an area.

• The student will be able to compute the percentage of vegetative cover
along a given transect and hypothesize as to why the growth is as it is.

PREPARATION Survey the area carefully and predetermine several areas which would
hold a 100' transect line. You may need to establish the lines yourself
if working with younger students. Make sure the one-foot intervals are
marked.  Make duplex copies of activity sheet C back to back.

MATERIALS • 100' tape or strings
NEEDED • Stakes to tie down the transect lines

• Copies of Activity Sheet C: Transect Survey (2 pages)

PROCESSES • Classify
USED • Communicate

• Observe
• Measure
• Hypothesize
• Infer
• Use numbers
• Interpret data

TIME 60 minutes. Can break into shorter sessions by laying out the line one day
and conducting the survey the second day
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DOING  THE  ACTIVITY (outdoors)

A. Set the Stage

Transect studies are conducted in many scientific fields.  Today, you will
have a chance to conduct a transect survey of the plant numbers and types growing here.

B. Procedure

1. Distribute Activity Sheet C.
2. Working in groups of four,

stretch a 100' tape along the
ground where you want to
inventory plant types.
Stake down the ends of
the tape.

3. Walk the line and record
information observed on
Activity Sheet C. Check

     the appropriate
column. Make sure you are
recording at each foot.

4. Once the survey is
recorded, complete the
summary portion of the
activity  within your group.

     Allow 45 minutes for
this activity.

C. Retrieve Data

Conduct a discussion asking
questions like:

1. What did you find?
2. Which column had the

greatest percentage of coverage?
3. The least percentage of coverage?
4. What could account for those coverages?
5. Which plants, if any, tend to be associated with certain areas, such
as bare places, curbs, etc.?
6. What reason(s) might account for this?

CLOSURE Ask the participants to summarize:
                                                    (l) What did you find out about transects today?
                                                    (2) What are your/their feelings about this activity?

TRANSITION Now that we have a good background in range plants, take a look at how
plants are grouped. This helps determine range health.
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HOW HEALTHY IS THIS RANGE?

CONCEPT Change, Cycle, Cause/Effect, Organism

PRINCIPLE All the data gathered thus far will help us determine the
health of this range. By knowing the health of the area,
range managers can better prescribe management practices.

OBJECTIVE • The student will be able to use his/her knowledge
gathered so far to infer the healthiness of the range.

• The student will be able to explain how plants can be
indicators of healthy rangeland and predict how this
knowledge might be of help in another field.

PREPARATION Print Activity Sheet D, back-to-back

MATERIALS • Completed copy of Activity Sheet C for each student
NEEDED • Copies of Activity Sheet D: Infer Range Health or

Condition (2 pages)

PROCESSES • Observe
USED • Infer

• Classify
• Communicate
• Hypothesize
• Interpret data

TIME 20-25 minutes
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DOING  THE  ACTIVITY (indoors or outdoors)

A. Set Stage

The type, number, and condition of certain plants, serve as indicators of the health
or condition of the range and its ability to produce food or forage.
We will use one approach to determine the health of our range.  We call it the
"traffic signal” method.

B. Procedure

1. Distribute Activity Sheet D to pairs.  Allow 15 minutes.
2. Based on data gathered in the previous Activity C and using the information
in Activity D, determine the range condition class for this range.
3. Apply the meaning of traffic signals to range plants to make this

determination easier:  Green group plants, Yellow group plants, and Red
group plants.

16
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C. Retrieve Data

In a discussion of the group findings, look for similarities and
differences. If you are all in the same area, each group should come up
with about the same classification. Ask questions such as:

1. What color group did you put your range in and why?
2. What condition does your site appear to be in?

CLOSURE Review findings with class and write a group statement
about the range’s health.

TRANSITION We have gathered information about the health of our
range.  In the next activity, we will predict future health
trends.
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BETTER OR WORSE?  WHAT IS THE PRESCRIPTION FOR HEALTH?

CONCEPT Change, Cause/Effect, Organism, Evolution

PRINCIPLE Determining what is happening on a piece of land requires
many steps. This activity lets you continue putting the

pieces together to predict the direction of the health of the
range.

OBJECTIVE • The student will be able to use information gathered to
determine in which direction the health of the range is
heading.

PREPARATION Duplex copy Activity E back-to-back for each student.

MATERIALS       • Previous data sheets C and D
NEEDED • Activity sheet E: Range Health and Condition

• Pencils

PROCESSES • Observe
USED • Infer

• Predict
• Communicate
• Hypothesize
• Interpret data

TIME 30 minutes
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DOING THE ACTIVITY (indoors or outdoors)

A. Set the stage

In this activity, we will record and interpret data to predict the direction of the
health of the range..

B. Procedure

1. Distribute Activity Sheet E, allowing about 15 minutes.
2. Work in groups and compile the information you have gathered.  Use the

Activity Sheet E to help you organize your information.

20
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C. Retrieve Data

1. Discuss the results.  You may want to graph the results and discuss
the trend or direction in which this range is going.

2. Ask: What did you find is the trend of this range?
3. Ask: What could account for your findings?
4. Ask: Which things are influencing the trend the most?
5. Ask: How might this area look in 10 years?

CLOSURE Participants share answers to the question; What have we
found out about changes on this range?

TRANSITION We have just finished determining the health of the range.
 Let’s look at the degree to which it is being used by

 livestock.
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DETERMINE  RANGE  UTILIZATION

CONCEPT Cause/Effect, Change, Equilibrium, Interaction,
                                    Population.

PRINCIPLE Rangelands are used for livestock grazing. This activity
shows a student how to look at this use of range.

OBJECTIVE • The student will be able to determine how much use
an area of range receives from livestock grazing.

PREPARATION Copy Activity Sheet F

MATERIALS • Activity sheet F: Evaluate Range Utilization
NEEDED • String

• Sharp knife

PROCESSES • Communicate
USED • Define operationally

• Infer
• Interpret data
• Measure
• Observe
• Classify
• Use numbers

TIME 30 minutes to 60 minutes depending upon number of
plants measured.
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  DOING  THE  ACTIVITY (outdoors)

A. Set the Stage

1. Rangelands are often used for livestock grazing.  In this activity, we
will look at a method to measure how much grass can be used.

2. Utilization is the amount of the current year’s plant growth that is
removed by grazing livestock.  Heavy utilization may occur on a range
in excellent or in poor condition. Heavy utilization over a
period of years causes regression and weakens range health.

3. Livestock do not use all species of range plants to the same degree.
They eat more of the better-tasting plants.  Each grass, forb, and

                 shrub can be grazed a certain amount without hurting its ability to
                  grow year after year.  We will consider three categories of range use.

B. Procedure

1. Arrange students into groups and distribute Activity Sheet F.
2. Go over the instructions and model the procedure.

                  3. Allow 30 to 45 minutes to complete the activity.
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C. Retrieve Data

Conduct a discussion asking the following questions:
1. What utilization rate did you find?
2. What different rates did you find among the different grasses?
3. What could account for the different rates?
4. Of what, if any, value are the stubble and plant litter remains on

a properly utilized range?

CLOSURE What have we discovered about livestock's use of plants
(grasses) ?

TRANSITION We have looked at how much use our range receives from
livestock. Let’s investigate the food value of range

      plants.

25
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DETERMINE  FOOD  VALUE  OF  PLANTS  FOR  ANIMALS

CONCEPT Cause/Effect, Change

PRINCIPLE Plants are usually eaten by animals. In this activity, you
will explore the food value of different types of range

                                    plants.

OBJECTIVE • The student will be able to determine the value of
                                          certain food plants for grazing animals.

PREPARATION Copy worksheets for each student

MATERIALS • Activity sheet G: Food Plant Values for Animals
NEEDED

PROCESSES • Communicate
USED • Infer

• Interpret data
• Observe

TIME 20 to 30 minutes
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DOING  THE  ACTIVITY (indoors or outdoors)

A. Set Stage

Plants have different food values for different animals.

B. Procedure

1. Hand out Activity Sheet G and have students get into pairs.
2. Students look at the plant value chart and the plants of the area before complet-

ing the chart on the bottom of the activity sheet.
3. Allow 15 minutes.

28

C. Retrieve Data

Discuss findings:

1. What did you find?
2. Which animals

would find the
most food value
here?

3. What might
account for the
different foods?

CLOSURE What can we say about food values here?

TRANSITION This activity looked at how different animals inhabit
this area. Let’s go to the next activity for a more in-depth look.
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WHOSE  HOME  IS  THIS  RANGE?

CONCEPT Equilibrium, Interaction, Organism, Population

PRINCIPLE We seldom see wild animals.  Instead, we catch hints of
their existence:  a tuft of fur on a branch, a footprint in
wet sand, a smell or a sound.  In this activity the student
becomes a close observer of animals.

OBJECTIVE • The student will gather information about animals that
live in the area and estimate the use the area receives.

PREPARATION Make wire hoops ahead of time.  Copy Activity
Sheet H and I. Make sure the site contains animal burrows.

MATERIALS • Five  40" diameter wire hoops per group
NEEDED • Pencils

• Screen box
• Activity Sheets H: Animal Evidence Survey and I:

Investigate An Animal Burrow, for each student
• 12" rulers
• Knife

PROCESSES • Classify
USED • Communicate

• Infer
• Hypothesize
• Question
• Observe
• Measure
• Use numbers

TIME 40 to 60 minutes

29
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DOING  THE  ACTIVITY (outdoors)

A. Set Stage

We seldom see wild animals.  Instead, we catch hints of their existence: a tuft of
fur on a branch, a footprint in wet sand, a smell, or a sound.  In this  activity, the
student becomes a close observer of animals.

We’re sitting here now, but who or what was here at 5:00 AM and what will be
here tonight after we’re gone?  If we look carefully, we may be able to find out.

B. Procedure

1. Distribute Activity Sheets H and I (should be copied back-to-back) to students
while they group themselves.

30
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2. Distribute wire hoops.  Model and verbally explain the hoop
tossing procedure as well as how to record data.
3. Allow about 20 minutes to complete the activity, including

calculations.
4. Group back together, explain Activity I.  Make sure they

know the instructions are on the activity card.
5. Allow 20 or so minutes to finish Activity I.

C. Retrieve Data

1. Conduct a discussion, record data, if and where you think
appropriate.

2. Questions for Activity H: Animal Evidence Survey

a. What did you find?
b. What animals did you find the most evidence of? the least?
c. What might account for the differences you found?
d. How might the evidence be different if this were during an-

other time of the year?

3. Questions for Activity I: Burrow Investigation.

a. How would you describe your burrow?
b. What can you say about the habitats of the animals that lived

there?
c. How does the animal and burrow affect the area?

CLOSURE How can we summarize our discussions and investigations?
      Go back over all that you have done to form a conclusive

                                    picture. How would you summarize the processes

31
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MAP  THE  RANGE     (OPTIONAL)

CONCEPT System, Change, Interaction, Population

PRINCIPLE Range sites are most easily recognizable on the basis of their vegetative
and soil characteristics. On all but the most severely depleted ranges, sites
are most easily recognized by similar plant communities which cover
them. Each range site is thought of as a separate part of the range for

management purposes. Since each range site grows different plant
combinations, each site should be judged separately.

OBJECTIVE • The student will use skills learned in the “Measuring the Environment”
lesson to construct a map of the area studied.

PREPARATION      Gather materials used in measuring lesson plans so students know what is
     needed. Review skills used in measuring lesson so you can help students.
     Establish minimum criteria for a finished product.

MATERIALS       •    Compass
NEEDED • Instant mappers

• Cardboard box
• Plane tables
• Pencils
• Paper
• Tape measures

PROCESSES • Classify
USED • Communicate

• Formulate model
• Interpret data
• Measure
• Observe
• Use numbers
• Use time-space relationships
• Scale

TIME Two to three 45-minute class periods (estimate)
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DOING THE ACTIVITY (outdoors, on site)

A. Set Stage

Range sites are most easily recognizable on the basis of their vegetative
and soil characteristics. On all but the most severely depleted ranges,
sites are most easily recognized by similar plant communities which

cover them. Each range site is  thought of as a separate part of the range
for management purposes. Since each  range site grows different plant

combinations, each site should be judged separately.

We will map out range site using knowledge and skills learned in a
previous investigation.

B. Procedure

Use the skills
learned in the
Measuring the
Environment
lesson plan,
construct a map
of your area,
such as the
sample below.
Work in groups
of 4.  Allow
two to three
45-minute periods.
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C. Retrieve Data

In the discussion of each map, find out:

1. How did you map your area?
2. How do the maps you made differ?
3. What could account for the differences?
4. How could your map be helpful in

planning for the future of the area?

CLOSURE What can we say about rangelands from our investigations?

35
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